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Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 03/26/2024

Description Stock #395664 - POPULAR ** FR3 25DS model with ONLY 13,792 miles! KING
BED too !! READY TO GO !!POPULAR ** FR3 25DS model with ONLY 13,792 miles!
This FR3 provides a lot of nice features in an easy to drive Class A RV.** ONLY
13,792 miles **Step inside and enjoy the booth-style dinette/sleeper and enjoy the
32" flat-screen TV.There is also a power drop-down bunk above the driver's cab
area for additional sleeping.The fully equipped kitchen features a double bowl
sink, stove, oven, microwave, and refrigerator/freezer. Across the large closet
area can be used as a pantry or as a wardrobe closet.The Master Bedroom
provides a walk-around KING BED on its own slide to maximize bedroom space.
Relax and enjoy the flat-screen TV.The bathroom is equipped with a 36" x 30"
shower, toilet, and sink with vanity. Outside the bathroom area, there is a linen
closet.Set up is a breeze with the auto-level system. There is also a backup and
side camera for great visibility. There are also slide toppers on the two
slides.Relax under the large power awning and ENJOY !!We are looking for people
all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for
our product and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot]
PopSells [dot] com to learn more.This listing has now been on the market 30
days. If you are thinking of making an offer, go ahead and submit it today! Let's
make a deal!You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to
discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2016
Stock Number: 395664
VIN Number: rvusa-395664
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 25

Item address 21811, Berlin, Maryland, United States
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